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Abstract—To make Internet of Things Platform lightweight, there is need of lightweight software and hardware components. CoAP(Constrained Application Protocol) is low power consumption and low energy communication protocol for constrained environment. We built the lightweight IoT platform using CoAP. We also enhance the platform with CoAP Block-wise transfer feature. Sometimes applications need to transfer larger payload than the payload that fits into single message. This type of data slicing is handled well at application level than lower level (e.g. IP layer or adaptation layer). In CoAP, Block1 and Block2 options are provided for transferring request payload and response payload respectively in block-wise fashion. The lightweight IoT platform is built using Node.js. We implement Block1 feature for node-coap library which is CoAP implementation for Node.js.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The IoT devices work in constrained environment i.e. low memory and power. Hence, the platform should be lightweight and since these devices need to interact with each other on Internet, the communication protocol should also be lightweight. Most IoT platforms are heavy-weight and they require proprietary protocols. The lightweight IoT platform uses node.js and mongoDB which are open source software [1]. This work can be enhanced with CoAP, which is low energy protocol for M2M environment [5]. There is limit on the maximum data size that can be sent in the CoAP message. CoAP works well for small messages e.g. sensor outputs. Sometimes applications require to send large data through request or response. CoAP is based on UDP and UDP needs IP fragmentation to send data larger than MTU. This kind of fragmentation lowers the performance of constrained networks. The data slicing can be managed better at application layer than lower layers. So in the CoAP, block-wise transfer feature is provided. Payload can be sent with both request and response. For request payload block1 option is used and for response payload block2 option is provided [6].

We implemented lightweight IoT platform using CoAP focusing on main features of IoT platform which are virtualization, visualization, database and REST API. This platform is made up of Node.js which is server side javascript technology and MongoDB which is a No SQL type database [1].

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Our system architecture is comprised of three layers. Hardware layer: This layer contains sensors and actuators. These IoT devices communicate with web server through Ethernet or wifi. These devices send their data to server. We will use RaspberryPi and DHT11 sensors. RaspberryPi is a single-board computer and DHT11 are sensors for measuring temperature and humidity.

Co-Ordination Layer: This layer contains web server which processes data coming from IoT nodes and stores data in the database. The nodes use CoAP for communication. We use Node.js to build web-server. Through web page user can access IoT devices and virtualize them. Data coming from sensors is stored in MongoDB database. The IoT devices communicate using RESTful API. Like HTTP, CoAP also supports REST architecture. Sensors devices send their status data to the web server through http/coap post request. Web server stores this data in the MongoDB database.

Application Layer: This layer is comprised of applications and users of systems. Through Internet user can access devices and control them. e.g. User can on/off bulbs in the home through web page. Also user can create chart using the database kept for history.

Figure 1 System Architecture.
II. METHOD
Figure 2 explains algorithm for CoAP block1 transfer.

![Algorithm for CoAP Block1 transfer](image)

III. IMPLEMENTATION

Hardware components : Actual lightweight platform implementation setup will be done with RaspberryPi and DHT11 sensors. Currently we are simulating the sensor results.

Software components : Operating system - debian GNU/Linux, Node.js - version v0.10.29, MongoDB - version 2.4.10.

A. Virtualization and Server using node.js

Virtualized icons of IoT devices are displayed on web page. Through web page user can access devices. e.g. User can on/off bulb using the touching the icon on web page.

```javascript
var app = require('../app');
var http = require('http');
var port = normalizePort(process.env.PORT || '80');
var server = http.createServer(app);

server.listen(port);

Figure 3 : Running HTTP server
```

```javascript
var coap = require('coap');
var server = coap.createServer(function(req, res) { server.listen() });
```

Figure 4 Running CoAP server

Node.js is server side scripting technology which is built on google's V8 engine. Node.js is event-driven, single threaded and asynchronous framework. It is designed to perform fast and focusing on low memory consumption. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show how to run simple web server using http and coap respectively.

The core logic of starting HTTP based server on default port (port 80) can be seen above.

**app :-** Its a global app configuration and is used from express middle ware.

**http:-** Its a module (npm install http) which is used to support HTTP protocol.

B. With CoAP, to start a similar server but using CoAP protocol instead of HTTP, following code is used:

**coap :-** It's a module(npm install coap) which is used to support coap.

B. Database using MongoDB

MongoDB is referred as NoSQL database as it does not use traditional relational model of SQL. It is open source and cross platform database developed for fast execution of queries. Figure 5 shows how to insert data in the database using mongodb.

```javascript
var db = require('mongodb').MongoClient;
MongoClient.connect(url, function (err, db) {
  if (err)
    console.log(err);
  else {
    data = JSON.parse(req.payload);
    console.log("Successfully connected to the database");
    db.collection('Temperature').insert({'Value':data.Value , "Time":data.Time })
    .then(function() { db.close(); })
  }
});
```

Figure 5 : Inserting sensor data to the MongoDB database
MongoDB provides simple API for accessing database (create, insert, update, delete). As shown in figure 4, data coming from temperature sensor is stored in the table (collection) Temperature. We can easily access the data as shown in Fig 6.

C. RESTful API

As shown in the figure 7, CoAP post method is used to transfer data between devices. CoAP POST request is designed to send enclosed data within body to the web server.

D. Visualization

To implement visualization we use Plotly. Plotly provides Node.js library for making charts. It provides a way to visualize a data on web site. We can put MongoDB data into chart using Plotly.

E. CoAP Block-wise Transfer

We implemented Block1 feature for node-coap library. Block1 option is necessary when there is a payload larger than 1024 bytes to be sent through request. This option can be used with POST and PUT method as payload within the request can be transferred using these two methods only.

1) Structure of block option

When request payload is larger than 1024 bytes the 'Block1' option is enabled in the request. The block1 option carries three fields of information - Num, M, SZX.

Num - Number of block
M - Whether more blocks are following or not
SZX - Size of block in bytes

Block option value is 0 to 3 bytes unsigned integer. Its first three least significant bits gives size of block which is encoded value from 0 to 6 (i.e. 0 for $2^0$ to 6 for $2^6$).

Actual block size is calculated as $2^{\text{szx}+4}$. The M bit (4th least significant bit) indicates whether there are more blocks or not and Num field is obtained by dividing block value by 16 [6].

2) Usage

Descriptive usage (Block1 option in request) -
Num - Number of block which is provided

M - (more bit flag) - when unset indicates that there are no more blocks to transfer and

SZX - Size of the block being provided.

Control usage of block1 (Block1 option in acknowledgement) -

In the atomic fashion blocks are buffered at the server and written to the destination when all the blocks received. In stateless fashion block is written to destination immediately when received, it is not buffered.

We implemented both atomic and stateless server.

Num - Number of block which is being acknowledged
M - If set then indicates that body of message is buffered (atomic fashion) and if unset indicates that block is written to the destination (stateless fashion).

Figure 8 Simple Atomic POST Request

IV. Results

Web page containing virtualized icons of devices is as shown in the Figure 9.

We implemented http client-server using node.js http library and CoAP client-server using node-coap library. We compared http packet size and coap packet size using Wireshark. The Results are shown in the Figure 10 and 11.
As we can see in the figures 10 and 11 HTTP requires 201 bytes to post some data from client to server and CoAP requires 72 bytes to post same data.

We implemented block1 feature and sent image of size 3.4kB through CoAP POST request. As the image is larger than 1024 bytes, block1 option is enabled and image is sent using 4 blocks of 1024 bytes. The Wireshark statistics for block1 option with simple atomic POST request is shown in figure 12.

We optimized the framework for large size payload. e.g., IoT device which periodically sends captured images to web server. Thus, we provided block1 support for Node.js. We can further optimize the system to use 6LoWPAN which is an acronym of IP6 over Low power Wireless Personal Area Networks. Also we can add DTLS security to the platform.

**V. CONCLUSIONS**

In this paper, we presented lightweight IoT platform with support for CoAP Block1 transfer, developed by node.js using constrained application protocol as an alternative to conventional HTTP method. With the use of new improved lightweight IoT platform, device's energy can saved by sending the same information with much smaller packet overhead. Our experiments suggest that 65% of overhead reduction can be achieved using CoAP with lightweight IoT platform.
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